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iPod: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Apple’s iPods continue to set the bar for media players, with bold new features like the Touch’s supersized screen and Siri voice control. But iPods still lack a guide to all their features. That’s where this full-color book comes in. It shows you how to play music, movies, and slideshows; shoot photos and videos;...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 PowerShell Cookbook: Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Benefit from over 120 recipes that tackle the everyday issues that arise with Microsoft Exchange Server. Using PowerShell you'll learn to add scripts that provide new functions and efficiencies. Only basic knowledge required.


	Overview

	
		Newly updated and improved for Exchange Server 2013 and PowerShell...
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Programming PC Connectivity Applications for Symbian OS: Smartphone Synchronization and ConnectivityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Welcome to this book on programming PC Connectivity applications for
Symbian OS. PC Connectivity applications based on standard services
and APIs can be created purely by programming on the PC, but more
specialized applications involve programming on the Symbian OS smartphone
as well as on the PC. This book will help you to...
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IBM Xseries 455 Planning And Installation GuideIBM Press, 2004
The IBM eServer xSeries 455 is the second-generation Enterprise X-Architecture server using the 64-bit IBM XA-64 chipset and the Intel Itanium 2 processor. Unlike the x450, its predecessor, the x455 supports the merging of four server chassis to form a single 16-way image, providing even greater expandability and investment protection. 
 ...
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 is a business management solution that helps simplify and streamline highly specialized business processes such as finance, manufacturing, customer relationship management, supply chains, analytics, and electronic commerce for small and medium-sized enterprises. ERP systems like NAV thus become the center of a...
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Haptic Human-Computer InteractionSpringer, 2001

	Haptic devices allow users to feel their interfaces and interactions. This has the
	potential to radically change the way we use computers. Haptic interaction is
	interaction related to the sense of touch. This could be based on force-feedback or
	tactile devices. We can take advantage of our powerful sense of touch as an
	alternative...
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iPhone 4S For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Who knew a phone could do all this? Get to know your new iPhone with this fantastic full-color guide Although iPhones now dominate the landscape, it's not a given that you'll instantly know how to use one. And that's where this handy book comes in. Written in the friendly For Dummies style and sporting senior-friendly larger type...
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Introducing Elixir: Getting Started in Functional ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Elixir is an excellent language if you want to learn about functional programming, and with this hands-on introduction, you’ll discover just how powerful and fun Elixir can be. This language combines the robust functional programming of Erlang with a syntax similar to Ruby, and includes powerful features for...
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WebGL HotshotPackt Publishing, 2014

	Create interactive 3D content for web pages and mobile devices with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Simple, ready-to-use interactive 3D demonstrations and explanations for a variety of popular and innovative websites
	
		Detailed overview of how to build 3D environments including features such as...
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Adobe Acrobat 7 in the OfficeAdobe Press, 2005
Offering a raft of Microsoft Office collaboration features (plus the ability to review and comment on Acrobat Procreated documents using just Reader), Acrobat is no longer just for pre-press and creative professionals. Acrobat can simplify workflows in all kinds of business settings. All you need is this handy guide to delineate those uses and show...
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The Internet GigaBook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
This book is a general-purpose guide to all things that have to do with the
Internet. It takes on a variety of subjects — how to send and receive
e-mail, chat online, conduct Internet research, use Yahoo!, shop on eBay,
enjoy music with iTunes, and create your own Web pages. Don’t look in this
book to find out how...
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Beginning Rails: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Beginning Rails is the practical starting point for anyone wanting to learn how to build dynamic web applications using the Rails framework for Ruby. You’ll learn how all of the components of Rails fit together and how you can leverage them to create sophisticated web applications with less code and more joy.
This book is...
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